What is an Educational Psychologist (EP)?

An EP tries to understand how children think, feel, learn and behave.

Who do EPs talk to?

EPs talk to children, parents, teachers and other adults.

What do EPs do?

EPs work with teachers to help children at school.

Why am I seeing an EP?

Usually because a teacher or someone else has asked the EP for some help.

Where will I see an EP?

Sometimes the EP will see you in your classroom or will find somewhere quiet to work with you in school.

What will happen when I see an EP?

The EP will chat about you and school and how they might be able to help.

The EP may look at your work with you and ask you to do some tasks and puzzles.

Then you may talk together about what is going to happen next.

Can you think of any questions you want to ask an EP?
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